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About Us
Leveraging on our experience and expertise, we, Shah Expansion Joints (Bellows)
Manufacturers and Suppliers have established ourselves as a leading manufacturer and
exporter of a range of high quality bellows. Our widely demanded products are axial bellows,
double bellows, expansion bellows, universal bellows, pressure bellows, hinged bellows,
gimbal bellows, etc. Due to the optimum quality of offered products, we have gained NSIC
CRISIL Certiﬁcation.

Quality Assurance
Our quality centric approach is our top priority. This commitment initiates at the enquiry
stage. The industrial bellows are designed by our designers making use of the software
developed by our engineers. They analyze effects on pipe from restraint loading and develop
the most affordable and carefully tested designs in the industry. The provided industrial
bellows are supported by innovation, engineering expertise and expert service to make sure
that clients are completely satisﬁed.

Infrastructure & Facilities
Our technological excellence is exhibited in out infrastructure. Our high technological
foundation makes Shah Expansion Joints (Bellows) Manufacturers superior. Our
experience and expertise enable us to continually adopt the latest in product development
and manufacturing technology. There are different departments, shops and facilities in our
factory, which are tool and machine shop, design, machining, molding, CAD/CAM and
inspection. The CAD/CAM facility is incorporated in the design unit, which assist in coming
forth with innovative and eﬃcient product designs. The products designed in this unit are
pressure balanced bellows, universal bellows, axial bellows, in line pressure balanced
bellows, double bellows, hinged bellows, etc.
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Our Products

Miniature Stainless
Steel Bellow

RMU Bellow

SRV Bellow

SS Bellow

Rmu SS Bellow

Exhaust Bellow

Jacketed Expansion Bellows

Fuel Dispenser Bellows

Elbow Bellows
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Expansion Bellow

SS Square Bellow

Square Metal Bellows

Tied Universal Bellows

Pipe Universal Bellows

SS Rectangular Bellow

Flanged Rectangular Bellow

PTFE lined Bellows with Braiding

Mechanical Seal Bellow
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